HAWAIIAN WAR CHANT
ENGLISH TRANSLATION

A7 D7 G
A7 D7 G D7

G

THERE’S A SUNNY LITTLE FUNNY LITTLE MELODY

G 7 C

THAT WAS STARTED BY A NATIVE DOWN IN WAIKIKI

C 7 C

HE WOULD GATHER A CROWD DOWN BESIDE THE SEA

D7 G7

G C D7 G7

AND THEY'D PLAY HIS GAY HAWAIIAN CHANT

G C

SOON THE OTHER LITTLE NATIVES STARTED SING—IN' IT

G7

AND THE HULA HULA MAIDENS STARTED SWING—IN’ IT

C G

LIKE A TROPICAL STORM THAT’S THE WAY IT HIT

D7 G G7

FUNNY LITTLE GAY HAWAIIAN CHANT

C G D7 G G7 C G D7 G D7

OW' WAY TAH TU – A - LAN ME BIG BAD FIGHT – IN' MAN

G

THO IT STARTED ON AN ISLAND DOWN HAWAII WAY

G7

IT’S AS POPULAR IN TENNESSEE OR - - I - O WAY

C G

IF YOU WANDER INTO ANY CABARET

D7 G G7

YOU WILL HEAR THIS GAY HAWAIIAN CHANT (repeat -OW' WAY) ending

C G D7 G G7 C G D7 hold G D7 G 7 G14 D11 G 11

OW WAY TAH TU – A LAN ME BIG BAD FIGHT – IN’ MAN

F C G7 C C7 F C
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